BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
SEM-IV (SESSION 2015-2017)
Internal ASSIGNMENT ON COURSE –VI
SUBJECT – Gender, School and Society

Answer any three questions:

5x3=15

1) What is empowerment? Describe the process of empowerment.
2) Write the contribution of Vidyasagar for development of Bengali language?
3) What is the relation between Gender and Socialisation?
4) Explain the concept of Gender and Hidden curriculum.
5) Briefly describe the Institutions redressing sexual harassment and abuse.

BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
Semester IV, (Session 2015-2017)
Assignment on Course VIII-B
Subject-knowledge & Curriculum PartII
Answer any three questions. Write answers in your own words as far as possible.

5x3=15

1. State the relation between demands of pupil and factors of curriculum with suitable
illustrations.
2. What are the necessities of tiffin period? ‘Time table is the heart of school’-explain the
statement.

2+3

3. Do you think that culture has any role in designing curriculum? Justify your answer.
5
4. Write a short note on any one of the following topic.
a) Elitism in curriculum

5x1

b) Meritocracy in curriculum

5. Mention the major concern areas of NCTFE, 2009. What type of program you should

recommend for in-service teachers?

4+1

BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
Semester IV, (Session 2015-2017)

x

Assignment on Course –
Subject-Creating an Inclusive School
Answer any three questions. Write answers in your own words as far as possible.

5x3=15

1) Discuss the comparisons between special education, integrated education and inclusive education.
2) Identify the barriers for educational and social inclusion. How can you overcome them?
3) Discuss the utilization of technological advancement associated with communication disorders.
4) Write a short note :i)

Reflective teaching

ii)

BASIC-MR

5) What are the desired support systems for an Inclusive School?

BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
SEM-IV (SESSION 2015-2017)
INTERNAL ASSIGNMENT ON COURSE –XI
SUBJECT – Guidance and Counselling

Answer any three questions:
1. Define guidance. Narrate in brief where guidance is required.

5x3=15
2+3

2. Show the similarities and differences between career guidance and vocational guidance. 2+3
3. If you think you are a good counselor, what are the qualities that you should have?

5

4. Narrate three causes of maladjustment and three positive ways of remedy.

2+3

5. Write a brief role on ‘intelligence’, types of intelligence test and purpose of intelligence test.
1+2+2

BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
SEM-IV (SESSION 2015-2017)
INTERNAL ASSIGNMENT ON COURSE –XI
SUBJECT – Work & Vocational Education

Answer any three questions:

5x3=15

1) What is meant by integration of work-education with other school subjects? Discuss the
integration of work-education with other school subjects with the help of appropriate
examples.
2+3
2) “Teachers are not made, Teachers born”-explain this in respect of qualities and
responsibilities of a work education and vocational education teacher.

5

3) Discuss the problem- solving method in work education with suitable examples.

5

4) Briefly discuss that work-education is a project unit.

5

5) With suitable example explain that work-education plays an important role in reducing social
distance.
5

BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
Semester IV, (Session 2015-2017)
Internal Assignment on Course XI
Subject- Population and Environment

Answer any three questions:

5x3

1. Define Environment education. Mention the objectives of Environment education.
2. What do you mean by migration? Mention and Explain different type migration.

1+4
1+4

3. Define sustainable development. What are the views of Brundthland Commission on
sustainable development?

1+4

4. Explain the women empowerment in India.

5

5. Shortly explain the aims of National population policy 2000 in India.

5

BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
B.Ed. Sem-IV Examination, 2017
Internal Assignment

Session -2015-17

Course- EPC-III
Subject: Critical Understanding of ICT
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

F.M. - 50
1. Answer the following questions (any 2) :-

[2 x 10 = 20]

a) What are the objectives and Characteristics of Educational Technology.

[5+5]

b) Explain the Scope of Educational Technology.

[10]

c) Discuss the Advantages and Disadvantages of ICT .

[5+5=10]

d) What is Word Processor? Discuss the Main Features of Microsoft Word.

[3+7=10]

2. Answer the following questions (any 6) :-

[5x6 = 30]

a) What is the definition of a Computer? Discuss the Limitations of Computer.

[2+3 = 5]

b) What is RAM and ROM? Discuss the Uses of Computer.

[2+3=5]

c) What is an Operating System?
Discuss the Main Features of Windows Operating System.
d) Discuss the Features of Computer System.

[2+3=5]
[5]

e) What is Mail Merge in Microsoft Word?
Briefly discuss the steps to create a Mail Marge Document

[2+3=5]

f) What is Internet? Discuss the Advantages of using Internet.

[2+3=5]

g) What are the difference between Internet and Intranet?

[5]

h) What is E-mail? Discuss the Advantages and Disadvantages of E-mail.

[2+3=5]

BIJOY PAL MEMORIAL B.ED COLLEGE
B.Ed. Sem-IV Examination, 2017
Internal Assignment

Session -2015-17

Course- EPC-IV
Subject: Understanding the Self
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

F.M. - 50
Answer any Six questions from the following :-

5x6=30

1. What do you mean by Self-Concept? Do you think that it is necessary for Understanding the Self?
2+3
2. What is the role of assigning responsibility in increasing of self-esteem?
3. What is interpersonal relationship? How to develop interpersonal relationship among your
student.

2+3

4. How can you reduce the inter-personal conflicts? Substantiate you answer with relevant
examples.
5. How does the social and cultural environment influence personality? Give your answer in the
context of educational field.
6. “Emotional Intelligence leads to personal achievement, happiness and professional success” –
elucidate the statement.
7. Write various component of emotional intelligence. What are the differences between emotional
& general intelligence?

3+2

8. Write Short note on any one from the following.
a. Behaviour Shaping
b. Negative Self-Concept
Answer any Two questions from the following :-

10x2=20

9. Discuss the importance of self-concept. Explain the components of self-concept.
5+5
10. Explain the strategies for Positive Behaviour.
11. Explain the component of Emotional Intelligence. Differentiate EQ, IQ and SQ. Write the
educational significance of emotional development.

6+2+2

12. What are the strategies for Personality development? Explain with example.

2+8

